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(C. 161-18) 2 Claims. 1. 

This invention relates to a porosity tester 
Such aS may be used in testing the relative porosi 
ties of various materials. 

in Such porosity testing, it has heretofore been 
proposed to pump a fluid through a sample of 
the material to be tested, using a Single Stroke 
of an expansible chamber fluid pulp and tinning 
Said stroke in order to obtain a measure of the 
rate at Which the fiuid passes through or into Said 
material, and hence an index of its porosity. 
Important objects of the present invention are: 

to provide an improved means for autoi natically 
timing the pump stroke; and to provide Such 
means which includes a latch mechanis a for 
maintaining the novable punap element in a pre 
determined raised position prior to the beginning 
of the pump stroke, together with means opera 
tively connecting said latch mechanisrn to the 
timer to place the latter in operation sirin ultane 
ously with the release of the latch nechanist and inception of the pump stroke. 

Further objects, in accordance With the pre 
ferred einibodiment of the inver?ation are: to pro 
vide means for automatically utilizing a USual 
mechanical stop watch for the tinning function; 
to provide a novel coordinating in eans between 
the stop watch and a latch 32echanisia, Whereby 
actuation of said coordinating leans Will Siriaul 
taneously place the stop Watch in operation and 
release said latch mechanism to perinit COIn 
mencement of the pump stroke; and to provide 
means cooperating with said coordinating cheans 
at the end of the stroke to discontinue the Opera tion of the stop watch. 
A still further object in accordance with a 

modification of the invention resides in the pro 
vision of a novel electricaily actuated stroke tin 
ing mechanism for the purp, including a Single 
timer SWitch actuated at the beginning and end 
of the pump stroke respectively to close and open 
an electrical circuit through the timer. 
A still further object consis&S in the provision 

of a sample chamber embodying means for coin 
pressing samples of fibrous or other compressible 
material therein to a standard volume and thick eSS, 

In this application I show and describe only the 
preferred modification of my invention, and one 
modification thereof, simply by Way of illustra 
tion of the practice of my invention. However, 
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I recognize that my invention is capable of other 
and different embodirinents and that the severai 
details thereof may be modified in various ways, 
all without departing from my invention. Ac 
COrdingly, the dra Wings and description herein 
are to be considered as merely illustrative and not as exclusive. 
In the accoriipanying drawings: 
Figure i represents a vertical Sectional view 

through apparatus eabodying the preferred for in 
of the invention; and, 

Figure 2, a diagrairinatic View iliustrating a 
modified form of autoignatic tinning means Winich 
may be employed with apparatus such as more 
fully illustrated in Figure 1. 

Referring now in detail to the accornypanying 
drawings, and first considering the apparatus 
illustrated in Figure 1, it Will be seen that said 
apparatus embodies a hollow base adapted to 
rest on a horizontal Surface and having a cover plate 2. 
Disposed on the base is a Saiple receiving 

chamber which is defined in part by a cylindiricai 
Sleeve 3 resting on the plate 2 and having its 
lower end Secured in air-tight inainner thereto, 
whereby the botton wall of Said chaiyiber will be 
defined at A by the plate 2. 
The upper end of the cylinder or sleeve 3 is 

closed by a removable weighted lid 3 having a 
cylindrical plunger portion 6 depending into the 
sleeve to define the top Wall of the saiaple chain 
ber. The lid 5 is provided with reais which nay 
assume the for in of a radially projecting iiage 
to Support the lower end of tile pilunger portion 

6 at a predeteriained height above the cinabe 
bottom . Thus, there is defined a chamber of 
fixed volume, in Which a given Weight, or airlount, 
of porous or fiorous naterial A?s, when placed in 
Said chamber, Will joe compi"essed into a Space 
equal to the volume of the chamber by the 
plunger portion 6 of the lid, and will be of uniforn 
depth or thickneSS between the relatively parallel 
Surfaces of the plunger portion 6 and the chann beir botton 4. 

in order that air or other fuid night be caused 
to paSS completely through such thickness of 
material vi for the purpose of aeasuring its po 
rosity, the chaiaier botton & is provided with a 
plurality of uniforniy distributed air or fillid 
inlet ports 8, and the lid 5 similarly is provided 
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with a plurality of evenly distributed discharge 
ports or perforations 9 opening through its lower 
end face and cominunicating with a central dis 
charge passage which opens into the atmos 
phere. Air or other fluid may be Supplied to the sample 
chamber by means of an air inlet manifold 
secured in aii'...tight manner against the lower 
face of the chainger bottoim in communication 
with the several portS or gerforations 3, the mani 
fold in turn being placed in communication with 
a source of fluid Supply through a conduit Of tube 
f2. Air or other fillid is Supplied through the tube 
2 from an expansible chamber fiuid pump of the 
type wherein one end Wall of the expansibie cham 
ber descends by gravity to expei fiuid under con 
stant preSSLIlre from the chamber. Such a pump in 
the preferred enabodinent conprises a cylinder 3 
fixedly mounted on the upper surface of the plate 
2 with its axis disposed vertically, and a gravity 
actuated piston 4 loosely fitted into the cylinder 
t3 for axial movement. In order that the Con 
nections between this pump and the intake maini 
fold of the sample chamber may be disposed 
in an out-of-the-way position beneath plate 2, 
I provide a small fluid reservoir 5 secured to 
plate 2 beneath cylinder 3 and in Cognisiunication 
with said cylinder through an opening its in the 
plate 2, this reservoir 5 being in communication 
with the air supply conduit i2, as shown. 
In order to facilitate the flow of air into cylin 

der 3 during the upstroke of the piston it, as 
the piston is reset, I provide an inlet port of ports 
f which in the present instance are disposed in 
the bottom of the manifold f, these being COn 
trolled by a disc check valve 3 which is upwardly 
displaceable on a vertical guide stena 3 to permit 
an influx of air, but which SeatS against the Inani 
fold bottom to close the ports against the 
escape of air from the manifold on the down 
stroke of the piston. Extending across the upper end of the air Sup 
ply cylinder i3 is a centrally apertured lid or 
cross-head 2) which may be provided with a port 
2 therethrough to place the interior of the cyl 
inder, above the piston f3, in connunication. With 
the atmosphere. A piston rod 22 carried by the 
piston 4 is freely movable through the central 
aperture of the lid 23 and is provided at its 
upper end with a radially projecting handle 23 
by which the piston may be manually raised from 
the bottom of the cylinder and reset in the posi 
tion illustrated in Figure 1, following itS down 
Ward Stroke. As mentioned earlier, the fluid pump includes 
a timer and means for automaticaliy initiating 
the actuation of the tinnel simultaneously With 
the start of the downward movement of the pis. 
ton 4, and for auto: natically shutting off the 
tinner or tinning mechanism at the end of the 
downward novereint or Stroke. 

in the embodiment illustrated in Figure , the 
timing means includes a latch 24 which is slid 
able radially across the top of cylinder 3 (and 
guided between a pain of biackets 30) to and 
from latching engage:nent in a, notch 25 in the 
piston rod 22. The timer in this instance con 
sists of a usual mechanical stop Watch 25 which 
is supported by a bracket 27 adjacent the upper 
end of the cylinder 3 at a location diametrically 
opposed to the latch 24. The watch 25 has the 
usual upwardly Spiring projected controlling Stern 
28 which is actuated by downward pressure in 
known manner both to initiate and to terminate 
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4. 
its timing function. In other words alt 
down Ward pressures oil this stem 3 Wii 
tively initiate and terminate the operation 
Watch. The actuation of the Watch 23 is coordinated 
With that of the latch 213 by in earns of a beli Cain: 
lever 29 Which is pivotaly inouted bettyee; 
bracketS 33 on the cylinder lid for Swinging love. 
ment abut the axis of the pivotal collection 
3. The longer ar'in 3: Said 18fe; exei) is Ci 

3: In 2t2 
eSec. 
of the 

32 of v 
anetically aci'oss the upper end of the cilitiei 
3 &nd has itS free 82nd noir aliy 'astiAg on the 
control stem 23 of stop watch 25, whereby down 
Ward moveinent of said free ed wiil depress the 
contro Sten. Normally the resilient upward 
Spiring pressure of the stem 28 will maintain the 
lever arrin 32 in the raised positici shown. 

it Will be noted that rod 32 passes through 
aperture 33 in the longer lever aii). 33, and aper 
ture 33 is enlarged to perinit a lirrited Swinging 
InOWeinent of the lever and free vertical move 
rent of the piston rod 32. 

he short depesting 3rm 3 
is Suitably conne3ted to ti 3: 
ing received in a. 1recess forried in the real end 
of latch 24, So that downward Swinging nove 
ment; Cif the longer lever airin 33, 7ith consequ3:ni, 
depteSSiin of the Watch Stein 33 and initiation 
of the Stop Wa-ch tinning operation, will sir; ulta 
neously cause both the short ever arri 33 and 
latch 23 to be retracted away fro: in the piston loi 
22, thus allowing the piston is to descend by 
gravity in cylinder 3. 

It will be noted that, the longer ar:n 33 of the 
lever is dispCsed in the path of descent of the 
radially projecting knob. 23 on the piston Gg, 
So that at the tel'inination of the downward pis 
ton Stroke this knob or handle will exngage level 
arin 32 and push it downwardly, again depress 
ing Stop watch stem 23 aid terminating the op 
eration of the Stop watch. Thus it will be sean 
that tile actuaticin of the stop Watch will be ac 
curately coordinated with the novernent, of the 
piston is to autoignatically time the duration of 
the downward piston stroke. 

Following completion of a downward stroke, 
the piston 4 raay be raised by grasping and lift 
ing the handle 23, whereupon the latch 2: Wii 
be reset to raintain it in raised position prepara 
tory to another timed downward stroke. 

Frior to actual use of the invention in testing 
the reiative porosity of various materials, the pis 
ton 2 is first allowed to descend while the Sarpie 
channer is Sealed in any known :;hanner against 
the paSSage of air therethrough. This will 
necessitate that alli air expelled from the cylin 
der 3 escape upwardiy past, the loose fitting pis 
tOn . The tine required for the OWinWard 
pistOn Stroke, as ascertained by the stop watch 
23 in the rilanner aforementioned, provides data, 
which when coin Sideied in conjunction with the 
total volume of air displaced by the piston diliing 
its stroke, Will periit ready ascertainiagni, of the 
late of leakage of air p2St, the piston. Oue to tile 
loose fit of the piston is in is cylinder, thers 
Will be little Wear on the piston and gy 1 wails, 
and accordingly this paliticular late of aii leak 
age, once having been ascertained, will renain 
Constant over long periods aili need only be '3- 
ascertained at rare intervais, if eve1. 

After once ascertaining the rate of leakage, as 
afo!"ementioned, the sample chamber is unsealed, 
and when it is desired to test, the porosity of any 
material, a given Standard amount or weight of 
the material is placed in the sample chamber, 
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the weighted lid 3 of the chamber Serving to com 
press this material to a predetermined volume. 
Following this, the piston 4 is again raised 

and allowed to descend, its downward stroke be 
ing again tinned. The downward Stroke of the 
pistoia. Will cause part of the air from the cylin 
ce 3 to be forced through the Sainple material 
A? at a constant, pressure. Obviously, the differ 
(2}ce in the time of fall of the piston when the 
Saingie chanier is sealed, and When the Sample 
is disposed therein, provides a measure of the 
rate at which air flows through the porous Sam 
ple A and thus an index of porosity of the ma terial being tested. 

in Figure 2 of the drawings I have ShoWin a 
Yodified for in of timing mechanisin which may 
3e employed with the air pump of Figure 1 in 
place of the timing mechanism shown in Said 
figure. According to this modification, the timer 
3' is of the electrically actuated clock type 

adapted to receive electric current through Sup ply wires 33 and 37. 
Interposed in one of the supply wires is a nor 

raily ciosed micro-switch 38 which is disposed 
for cooperation with the piston i to energize the 
timer circuit, simultaneously with the Start of the 
downward piston stroke and to interrupt the timeir 
circuit, ai, the termination of Such stroke. 

'ine switch 38 has a control in ember in the 
form of a lever 33 pivoted to the switch housing 
as at, is for vertical swinging movement. It Will 
is seen that the lever 39 is operable to raise 
a vertically reciprocable plunger i? in the SWitch. 
housing. This plunger 4 carries a movable 
switch blade $2 which normally is in contact with 
the stationary switch blade 43 when the Switch 
is free or unoperated. However upward move 
gent of the control lever 33 is transmitted 
through the plunger 4 to the movable blade 42 to open the Switch. 
The switch is supported in any Suitable man 

ner for resilient vertical bodily deflection, as by a 
spring arm 44 having one end thereof secured to 
a fixed support 45, the control lever 39 of the 
switch projecting above and into the path of up 
ward movement of a collar or projection 46 
carried by the piston rod, to be raised thereby and 
maintain the switch open in the raised position 
of the piston as illustrated in Figure 2. A Stop 
4' is fixedly positioned below the control lever 39 
to limit, its downward movement and to open the 
switch responsive to bodily downward movement 
or defiection thereof. In order to open the switch 
coincidentally with the termination of the down 
ward piston stroke, I provide means for deflecting 
the switch downwardly, as exemplified by the 
free end of the spring arm 44 projecting below 
and into the path of downward movement of the 
piston rod handle or radial projection 23'. 
The latch 23' of this embodiment is swingable 

on a stationary pivot 24 a to and from Operative 
engagement with the piston rod 22, and is pro 
vided With a detent, 24b SWingable into a receSS Ol' 
notch 25 in the piston rod to maintain the piston 
in raised position, all as shown in Figure 2. If 
desired, the latch 24' may be resiliently urged to 
ward the piston rod by means Such as a coil 
spring S placed under tension between the free 
end portion of said latch and a stationary part O. 
Thus, as the latch 24' is manually retracted 

from the piston rod, this will release the pistOn 
is for its down Ward stroke. The initiation of 

the downward stroke, with consequent downward 
movement of the collar 46, will permit the switch 
leyer 39 to SWing downwardly and close the ener 
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6 
gizing circuit through the timer 26. As the 
piston 4 reaches the lower end of its stroke, the 
handle or projection 23 thereof will engage the 
Spring arm 44 to deflect same downwardly. This 
downward deflection of the spring arm 44 and the 
SWitch 38 carried thereby Will cause the control 
lever 39 to engage the stop &', and further down 
Ward movement of the Switch will open the con 
tacts and thereby interrupt the timer circuit. 
In order to reset the piston for another auto 

imatically timed stroke, it is necessary simply to 
grasp the handle 23' of the piston rod and raise 
the piston until the latch 24' resiliently seats in its 

s 25' to maintain the piston in raised posi 10, 

On the upward movement of the piston, as soon 
as the Weight of the piston is removed from the 
end of Spring arm 43 switch 38 returns to normal 
position, but when the piston is in latched posi 
tion, the collar 46 pushes the arm 39 upwardly to hold the switch open. 

Except for the obvious slight differences inci 
dental to the different types of timing mecha 
nisms employed, the use of the testing apparatus 
embodying this modified form of electrically actu 
ated timing apparatus will be similar to that 
heretofore described in connection with the ap paratus shown in Figure 1. 

It Will be obvious that the size of the Sample 
chamber may be varied by changing the length 
or size of cylinder 3 or by changing the length of 
the plunger or plug 6. Also, the amount of com 
preSSion noraally applied to the material being 
tested may be varied by varying the Weight of the 
plunger 6 as by using plungers of different lengths 
or of different materials such as lead, iron or aluminum. 
I clain: 

1. In a fluid pump of the type wherein a piston 
descends by gravity in a cylinder, the COmbina 
tion. With Said pump of means for autoratically 
timing the downward stroke of said piston com 
prising a piston rod Secured to said piston and 
being movable through the upper 8nd of Said 
cylinder, relatively vertically spaced lateral pro 
jections carried by said rod, an electrically actu 
ated timer, and control means for initiating and 
terminating the energization of said timer Sinul 
taneously with the beginning and end of the 
downward piston stroke respectively, said con 
trol means comprising a normally closed micro 
SWitch in the energizing circuit of the tinner, said 
SWitch having a control member movable ligh 
Wardly relative thereto to open said SWitch, and 
Ileans Supporting Said Switch for resilient verti 
cal bodily deflection, the control member of Said 
SWitch being disposed above and in the path of 
movement of the lowermost of said projections 
to be raised thereby and inaintain the switch 
Open in the raised position of the pistoia, a stop 
being fixedly positioned below said control em 
ber for engagement thereby responsive to bodily 
downward noverinent of the SWitch, and into the 
path of downward movement, of the upper rost of 
Said projections to be engaged thereby and open 
the SWitch at the termination of downward piston Stroke. 

2. In a fluid pump of the type wherein a piston 
descends by gravity in a cylinder, the combina 
tion. With Said pump of a piston rod carried by 
said piston, relatively vertically spaced lateral 
projections carried by Said rod, a manually oper 
able latch for maintaining the pisten in a girede 
termined raised position, a normally closed timer 
Switch and means supporting same for resilient 
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vertical deflection adjacent said rod, a control 
member vertically novable on said Switch and 
projecting into the path of movement of the 
lowermost of said projections to open the switch 
as said member is moved upwardly by engage 
ment with said projection, a stop being fixedly 
positioned below said control member for engage 
ment thereby responsive to downward deflection 
of the Switch, and means nowable with the SWitch 
projecting into the path of downward movement O 
of the uppermost of said projections to be engaged 
thereby and to open the switch at the termina 
tion of the downward piston Stroke. HUGH. M. BROWN. 
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